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Welcome to LibertyCon 31!
by Brandy Bolgeo Spraker, Chairman

Welcome to LibertyCon, the family you get to choose! 
This year, we have so many amazing things to do that 
you’ll need to go home and take a few more days off 
of work to rest up. Our first year at the newly renovat
ed Marriott hotel and Convention Center allows us to 
continue to expand our programming events -- because 
you can never have too many choices! We will have 
maps everywhere so that you can find all of the nooks 
and crannies (and actual rooms) where things are hap- 
aening. It’s always a good idea to simply take a walk in 
aoth of the buildings so that when you have that special 
event that you just can’t miss, you won’t be running 
around looking for it in our new space.

With our perfect size of no more than 750 paid attend
ees, you’ll get to spend plenty of time with this year’s 
all star lineup -- Literary Guest of Honor Mike Resnick, 
Artist Guest of Honor John Picacio, our Science Guest 
□f Honor Dr. Kevin Grazier, our Special Guest David 
3. Coe/D.B. Jackson and our Master of Ceremonies 
Chuck Gannon. LibertyCon is lucky to have these 
amazing professionals at the top of their game. We 
also have a host of other guests throughout the week- 
and, many of them former Guests of Honor who 
simply like to come back and hang out with us every 
now and again.

The first thing that we all do when we get to a conven- 
ion is to check into the hotel and pick up badges at 
be registration desk. When you get there you’ll get this 
Drogram book and the badge with the gorgeous cov- 
ar art that John graciously agreed to let us use. You’ll 
also get to browse our limited t-shirts for sale (I hope 
/ou preordered!) by our long time family artist Melissa 
Cay. You are going to love our Lady Liberty this year, 
modeled after the talented Lorraine Flegal, wife of our 
Drevious AGoH Sam Flegal. Be jealous, because the 
Driginal is mine!

^s always, LibertyCon continues to host the most 
:alented authors, artists and scientists from around the 
aountry to spend the weekend with you in more than 
270 programming events! We have over 160 profes
sionals who participate in discussions and workshops 
n the areas of literature, art, science, and other fandom 
opics! There is just too much to list here, so please 
:ake a look at everything that we have to choose from 
jsing either the pocket program or the LibertyCon app. 
^nd speaking of John Picacio, don’t miss his Loteria 

game, it’s a blast!
The Artshow, as it has been from the beginning, has 
work from many of the best artists in the country for 
sale at prices that you could never match anywhere 
else. The Art Auction on Saturday night will host the 
pieces that people are warring over as well as some of 
the charity pieces. This year our charity of choice is the 
Chattanooga Room at the Inn. This charity is a three 
to nine month residential program for homeless wom
en and children. Services include transitional housing, 
three meals a day, access to affordable or free health 
care, life skills training, parenting classes, assistance 
with finding affordable housing and so much more. So 
come bid on the charity items sold in the Artshow as 
part of a silent auction, and those bigger items in our 
Art Auction, an event not to miss!

This year you can find Vonn and her ConSuite crew on 
the 16th floor in the Presidential Suite. There will be 
food and beer galore, so pull up a chair and enjoy the 
company! And speaking of room parties, don’t forget 
to visit the 16h floor each evening to browse the good
ies and drinks that our amazing room party hosts and 
hostesses are offering.

Our Huckster Room is chocked full of goodies for you 
to purchase... from leather goods to of course books 
(becau.se_What would LibertyCon be without books??) 
you Will find many things to tempt you and drain your 
wallet. And remember that the Huckster Room is also 
host to our author autograph sessions, so keep an eye 
on the schedule. You don’t want to miss these guys!

\
As you can see, there really is something for everyone 
this weekend. And none of it would be possible without 
our wonderful staff. Each and every one of these peo
ple spend their time\ effort and love to make this a fun 
and relaxing weekend. When you see someone with-a 
staff badge, please thank them. Or better yet, please 
volunteer a few hours in a department that seems fun

?



Liberty Con Rules(AKA The Things We Have To Tell You)“How dreadful..to be caught up in a game and have no idea of the rules. 
- Caroline Stevermer, Sorcery & Cecelia or The Enchanted Chocolate Pot

ATTENDEES 17 YEARS OLD AND UNDER

All convention attendees who are 17 years of age or younger must be accompanied by a LEGAL GUARDIAN. A Legal Guardian is a person 
21 years of age or older who will take financial and legal responsibility for the minor and will sign for each minor person for which he/she 
is responsible. A parent or Legal Guardian must accompany children under 7 years of age at all times.

BADGES
Badges must be worn in plain sight above the waist at all times.

BATHING

If you have a question or concern, 
don’t hesitate to ask or talk to STAFF

Remember, “If in doubt, take a bath!” Your fellow attendees will appreciate your courteous actions.

DRINKING AGE is 21! - IT IS THE LAW! - NOT UP FOR NEGOTIATION!
To get a drinking badge you must produce a VALID military ID or Drivers License with your picture on it to prove that you are at least 21 
years of age. Minors caught drinking at LibertyCon will be hung, drawn, quartered, and thrown out of the convention. Also..

WE WILL CONTACT YOUR PARENTS AND/OR THE LAW - AND YOU WILL NOT
BE ALLOWED TO RETURN TO FUTURE LIBERTYCONS!

ROOM PARTIES
f you are having a room party, remember, this is the South: We are friendly and inclusive. If your party is approved by Brandy and in a 
"iotel room on the Party Floor with the door open then the expectation is that the party is open to all LibertyCon attendees. If your party 
s intended to be private then please keep your door shut so that misunderstandings and hurt feelings don’t occur. Also, Tennessee State 
_aw does not allow the consumption of alcohol for anyone under 21 years of age. If you are serving alcohol, please check everyone’s 
D. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS NO MATTER WHERE YOUR PARTY IS LOCATED. LibertyCon will not assume any responsibility 
:o check badges for any type of party. Don’t assume if someone has a drinking badge that they are 21 or over... badges can be swapped.

GRILLS & OUTDOOR COOKING
'Io grills are allowed on the hotel premises. The hotel has informed us that this violates their insurance policy. We like the hotel manage- 
nent and would like to keep our great relationship with them.

EJECTION FROM THE CONVENTION
f you are ejected from LibertyCon because of violation of the convention rules or Tennessee State Law, then your attendance fees will 
lot be refunded.

_OST BADGE POLICY
f you lose your badge at the convention, then you will have to purchase another one at the full admission price of $50. We are sorry to 
ake this rough stance, but incidents with people (Not Fans) purchasing a replacement badge to give/sell to a friend at a reduced price 
inly increases the cost of the convention for real fans and this is the only way we can curb it.

SPECIAL MEDICAL NEEDS
f you have a medical condition, please ask the registration staff for a sticker for the back of your badge. This sticker should contain the 
lature of your medical condition and any special steps to be taken in an emergency, including the name and phone number of the person 
o contact should the need arise.

WEAPONS POLICY
All weapons and models of weapons must be “Peace Bonded” by one of our security staff before they may be worn with your costume or 
lormal wearing apparel. This weapons policy will be strictly enforced.

ATTIRE
Ne at LibertyCon love costumes! However three strategically placed seashells does not constitute a costume. Please remember that we 
are a family friendly convention.
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Literary Guest of Honor

Mike
Resnick
Mike Resnick - Appreciatively

by Jody Lynn Nye

If you happen to be hanging out in the con suite and hear a man 
with a slightly nasal but resonant baritone voice talking very loudly 
about breeding dogs, the Cincinnati Bengals, or horse racing, 
there’s a good chance that you’re within earshot of your Guest 
of Honor and maybe the hardest working writer in science fiction, 
Mike Resnick. Look for a broad grin bracketed by Azimovian 
mutton-chop sideburns, pull up a chair, and join what I know will 
be an interesting conversation.

You might look at Mike as something of an overachiever. In the 
fifty-one years since he began publishing science fiction, Mike 
has turned out forty-nine novels in eleven different series plus 
twenty-six others, alone or in collaboration. He's put out a host 
of nonfiction books; edited dozens of anthologies, alone or with 
a co-editor; published mystery novels; written screenplays (one 
almost produced!); and edited magazines including Baen’s 
Universe and Galaxy’s Edge. On top of those, he has published 
over 280 short stories at the time I write this, and could easily have 
added a dozen more in the interim. He submits his work not only 
to English-language markets, but to countless foreign publishers 
as well. He is also one of the fiction judges for the Writers of the 
Future, the largest speculative fiction contest in the world. He and 
author Barry Malzberg carried on a witty, years-long conversation 
in the pages of SFWA Bulletin on the state of publishing and 
other topics of interest. Mike is well known for his sense of humor, 
and has published novels, short stories and anthologies with a 
humorous theme, such as Shaggy BEM Stories, Girls for the 
Slime God, or This is My Funniest. His delightful wife Carol is his 
constant advisor, and partner in crime on convention costume 
design, most notably their The Avengers of Space burlesque 
tableau, four costumes constructed for less than a hundred 
dollars which won Best in Show at NorthAmeriCon. Their 
daughter, Laura Resnick, is also a successful science-fiction and 
romance writer, a Campbell-award winner, and a columnist for 
Novelists, Inc.

Mike has been nominated for more Hugo awards than anyone 
else, thirty-seven times, and won five of them. He has won 
the Galaxy Award from China for Most Popular Foreign 
Author as well as numerous other awards, both domestic 
and international.

Hanging out with Mike you might spot a number of female 
writers. This is not just because Mike is a wonderful 
raconteur and a charming man (how’m I doing, boss?)*, but 
he has also made a long practice of sharing his byline with 
many up-and-coming writers he calls his “writer daughters,” 
including such co-authors as Campbell-nominated Lezli 
Robyn. Working with Mike has given talented newcomers a 
boost in visibility as well as guidance from one of the most 
experienced pros in the business. Last year, the Writers of 
the Future recognized Mike’s generosity with the L. Ron 
Hubbard Lifetime Achievement Award.

Take your opportunity to get to know Mike this weekend. 
He’s very approachable, and has a great story for every 
occasion. Mike and Carol have traveled widely, especially in 
Africa, bred prize-winning collies, and have been a part of SF 
fandom since the 1960s. You’ll almost certainly come away 
with your own story about Mike himself.

*My husband and I write the Book Recommendation column 
for Galaxy’s Edge.
A Be sure and ask him about his numerous books for
Beeline Press.
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The New Novel in the Best-Selling RCN Saga

co U
cr> K

11

A Champion will Rise
In his rural homeland, Pal was able to think himself a 
warrior because he could wield the weapons left 
behind by the ancients. Now, in the capital city of 
Dunn Add, he’s about to learn how far he must go, and 
what he has to sacrifice to become a true Champion.

A tale of a young hero rising up against the forces of 
tyranny as only David Drake can tell it.

Honor in a World of Pirates
Roy Olfetrie has to take whatever he can get and take 
it fast. Which turns out to be an assignment to 
accompany Captain Daniel Leary and Lady Adele 
Mundy as they go off to start a war that will put Roy at 
the sharp end. Olfetrie doesn’t know it yet, but he’s 
actually been given the chance of a lifetime serving 
under the best of the best. It’s a chance to prove 
himself—not for what he has, but for who he is.

__________

starh 
destroyers’

Big Ships Blowing Things Up
In space, size matters, as this collection of original fiction proves. 
All-new tales of massive superweapons and the starships that carry 
them from David Drake, Jody Lynn Nye, Sharon Lee & Steve Miller, 
Michael Z. Williamson, and many more!

ronyDaniel

. Michael Z. Williamson** 
Susa\R. Matthews

* Sharon Lee4 Steve Miller 
Tlody’Lynn Nye And Mort!

Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at 
____ 1 www.baen.com ]________  

For more information ’ sign up for our newsletters at?
| http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup 

Baen Books is distributed by Simon & Schuster

http://www.baen.com
http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup


Artist Guest of Honor

John
Picacio
Sometime around the turn of the millennium, I was in a 
convention in Texas. I'd just met the late great Graham Joyce, 
who told me that I had to meet a "young artist" he'd himself 
just encountered named John Picacio. Graham was strangely 
insistent, but whether I would have listened to him or not, I don't 
know. However, as it turns out, when I left Graham, and walked 
maybe thirty paces away, I see this guy, dressed in his signature 
all black and showing someone work in his black portfolio, and 
think, “That’s got to be him." I go up to him when he's finished 
and say, "Are you John Picacio? Because Graham Joyce says 
we should meet.”

And that was history.

John and I hit it off pretty much instantly. We were both just 
starting out. He'd done a small press cover for a Michael 
Moorcock reissue; I'd worked in a dot com in the ebook space 
that was SF&F-friendly, and we were each of us taking our first 
steps into seriously pursuing genre as a full-time career. I was 
trying to put together a small press anthology drawn from the 
aforementioned dot com, and John agreed to do the cover.

And thus began a collaboration that would last for the next 14 
years, and a friendship that's still ongoing. Right from the start, 
I was impressed by John’s dedication and drive. In those early 
days, we kept each other's enthusiasm high, spring-boarding 
off the other’s passion, our lives moving in freakish parallel as 
I went from freelance editing to creating and running an imprint 
for a mid-sized publisher and he went from success to greater 
success as an illustrator. When I expanded my job to become 
an art director, we did a lot of covers together. Those were 
vital efforts, two guys that weren't afraid to butt heads in the 
service of the work, and the results always showed. Along the 
way, John went on to work with every major SF&F publisher, 
providing cover illustrations for novels by greats like Harlan 
Ellison, James Dashner, Brenda Cooper, Robert Silverberg, 
Jeffrey Ford, and George R.R. Martin.

And as his work went from highpoint to highpoint, the awards 
came rolling in. Hugos, Chesleys, Locus, International Horror 
Guild, World Fantasy Awards. (We flew to Japan together for 
my first Hugo nomination, his second or third.) Over nearly two

decades, I've watched my buddy go from a young artist 
starting out to one of the most celebrated and recognized 
visionaries in the field. And now, with his Loteria project, 
he's reaching beyond the field into whole new explorations 
of fantasy intersecting culture.

Eighteen years on, and I don't think I've ever seen his drive 
or discipline waver even once. He's never been less than 
a consummate professional, phenomenally dedicated to 
his craft, and yet equally dedicated to serving the needs 
of his clients, deeply knowledgeable about the history of 
art and illustration (both within and without genre), and 
magnificently generous to his contemporaries in the field.

I'm deeply proud to know him, honored to call him friend, 
and I can't wait to see what he brings to us in the next 
decade.

Lou Anders is the author of the Thrones & Bones series of middle 
reader fantasy adventure, as well as the forthcoming Star Wars: 
Pirate's Price. In another life, he was a Hugo-winning editor and a 
Chesley-winning art director. Visit him at www.louanders.com, and on 
Facebook and Twitter.)
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Fear/This Evil

978-1-4814-8355-1 *$25.00/34.00

From his corner office on the 
forty-fourth floor of the Bank of 
the Americas tower on Wall 
Street, Tom Smith, global
managing director for security, 
could see the Statue of Liberty, 
Battery Park—and a ravening 
zombie horde. Good thing 
Smith, late of the Australian 
special forces, isn’t a man to 
give up easily. But saving 
civilization is going to take 
more than the traditional 
banking toolbox of lawyers, 
guns, and money.

A new novel set in John Ringo’s 
best-selling Black Tide Rising 
series.

Find sample chapterslor all Baen Books at www.baen.com 
tionTsign up for our newsleUers'ai:http://www.baen^com/nt

Baen Booksis^distributed by Simon & Schuster

'Saints and
MonstersjCome 

Marching In

978-1-4814-8307-0 * $25.00/34.00

A larval Great Old One is

MONSTER HUNTER

LARRY CORREIA 
JOHN RINGO

growing in power beneath the 
city of New Orleans. If premier 
monster hunter Chad Gardenier 
can’t convince the powers that 
be to get involved—and soon— 
the entire world, that will fall 
under the power of the nastiest 
of nasties. Now on the outs 
with the US Government and in 
exile from his usual job of 
saving the world, Chad must 
rally the forces of light against 
the coming darkness. The 
problem is one guy with a 
sword and a sub-gun isn't 
going to solve this one.

Carrera is Back!
kroM"”"

KRATMAN
Pillar

978-1-4814-8356-8 * $25.00/34.00

Carrera's held off his enemies 
coming by sea from the north, 
in the process dealing the naval 
and amphibious forces of the
Zhong Empire a stinging defeat. 
Now, though, his adopted 
country of Balboa is under 
assault from the east, from the 
south, from the west, from the 
air, and from space. It's begin
ning to look like the game is up 
for Balboa and Patricio Carrera. 
But Carrera's been planning 
this war for fifteen years. He 
certainly hopes his enemies 
think they're winning.
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Science Guest of Honor

Dr. Kevin
Grazier
Dr. Kevin Grazier is formally a planetary physicist 
specializing in dynamics of the early Solar 
System and numerical method development.

He is currently a professor of computer science 
at the United States Military Academy in West 
Point, New York. Grazier is also the writer/ 
creator for the animated edutainment series 
Space Quest, currently in production. Grazier 
was the science advisor for the TV series 
Eureka, Defiance, and the Peabody Award
winning Battlestar Galactica, as well as for the 
features Gravity, and Pirates of the Caribbean: 
Dead Men Tell No Tales.

Grazier is also the co-author of the Hollyweird 
Science series of books, and is currently 
wrapping up Holllyweird Science of the Third 
Kind: From the Undead to the Augmented. 
Grazier also appears regularly on documentary 
television series like AMC’s James Cameron’s 
Story of Science Fiction, History Channel's 
The Universe, and Science Channel's NASA's 
Unexplained Files.

And he REALLY likes rats.

Kevin's well loved rat, Anubis. Photo gleefully stolen from 
Kevin's Facebook feed.



Season Witch

1

D J BUTLER

WjTCHY^ INTER 
. Is In an alternate America, where magic works, Sarah Calhoun has paid a hard price 

for her entry onto the stage of the Empire’s politics. But she has survived. Now she 
rides north into the Ohio and her father’s kingdom, Cahokia. To win the Serpent 
Throne, she’ll have to defeat seven other candidates, win over the kingdom’s 
regent, and learn the will of a hidden goddess—all while mastering her people’s 
inscrutable ways and watching her own back.

Sequel to the acclaimed flintlock fantasy Witchy Eye.

Razor^sjEdge|o^ 
rfylariaiFreeSorn
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It’s been fifteen years since Zander Krycek fled his homeworld of Ithaca. Now, 
exiled against his will, Zander has left his years as a revolutionary, president of 
Ithaca, and the Butcher of Jonasport behind him. But Ithaca needs him once more. 
At the behest of his daughter Talia, Zander must travel clandestinely to Ithaca to 
save the world he left behind. To do that, he’ll need help. Enter privateer Captain 
Catherine Blackwood and the Andromeda.

kWilliamsonls

» OF HER
£

H is anjawekomc storyteller."
—Larry Correia V

Enter the mind of multiple bestseller Michael Z. Williamson with this new collection 
of stories, essays, and provocations, sure to entertain, thrill—and scandalize. Here 
you will find stories set in Williamson’s Freehold series, John Ringo’s Black Tide 
Rising universe, and much, much more! Williamson concludes with more of his 
Inappropriate Cocktail recipes, frequently both delicious and outrageously snarky, 
commemorating celebrities, events and cultural memes.

iNewIEnt^linlthe 
^lexanS rialS eries

Orkise is loose. The snake-god of plague has been awakened by Lucia del Maino. 
With the venomous magic of Orkise at her command, Lucia plots to marry and then 
murder the usurper who now rules Milan, the condottiere Carlo Sforza—known to 
friend and foe alike as the Wolf the North. On his side, Sforza has only the skill and 
cunning of his physician, Francisco Turner. But will that be enough to save the Wolf 
of the North? For out there in the countryside of northern Italy, Orkise is uncoiling 
all the plagues of hell.

Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at www.baen.com 
^For more information, sign up for our newsletters at:
vMi http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup
W Baen Books is distributed by Simon & Schuster 1
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Special Guest of Honor

DB Jackson/
David B. Coe
met David B. Coe at a writers con in South Carolina in the 

/ear 2007. We took one look at each other and were BFFs. 
t was that that instant almost-recognition that makes people 
relieve in past lives and old friends again-once-met. He was 
also the author of my very favorite epic fantasy series, the 
LonTobyn Chronicle (first released in 1997), which had been 
recommended to me by my local Waldenbooks back when I 
was first thinking about trying to write in the fantasy genre.

was the tongue tied fangirl, because I hadn’t realized the 
zamous Author would be at the con. Mind you, I had a good 
Ifteen or more mystery/thriller novels under my belt then, 
jnder another name, but I was totally star struck. And we’ve 
:een besties ever since.

David plays amazing guitar, has a wonderful singing voice, 
and is an avid birdwatcher who travels all over to catalogue 
and observe and photograph birds. Yes, he’s also a fantastic 
nature photographer, specializing in landscapes and macro- 
ahotography, whose work should be available on the 
commercial market. Hint, hint—David, make it so!

He’s a man who appreciates a good scotch—preferable old 
and finely bottled—nice beer and sushi, though maybe not 
all at once. Buy him a scotch, make him play guitar for you, 
hen get him to do a reading of his work. That is a marvelous 

evening’s entertainment if you can finagle it. A renaissance 
man of the finest order.

Dr. David B. Coe (yes, he has a PhD in U.S. 20th Century 
Environmental History) is a doting father of two adult daughters, 
a loving husband to a brilliant, beautiful, and accomplished 
wife, and a man of honor. He has the rare ability to see people 
as individuals and not shove them into comfy niches based 
on what they write, what their religion or ethnicity is, or how 
heir politics lean. He’s a good listener, an eloquent speaker, 

and an excellent writing teacher. He is a good and faithful 
fiend. And a good man. I could not be happier that he is being 
lonored at this, LibertyCon 31 in his hometown.

A full time writer from the very beginning of his career, David 
s the author of twenty novels and as many short stories, and 
le started off his career with a bang. The LonTobyn Chronicle 
my introduction to his work) won the William L. Crawford 
zantasy Award in 1999 as the best new fantasy. He followed 

it up with the critically acclaimed Winds of the Forelands 
and Blood of the Southlands series. He’s a versatile 
writer, not trapped in one genre, and he branched out 
a few years back into contemporary urban fantasy with 
the trilogy (so far) of the Case Files of Justis Fearsson 
published by Baen Books, and the four books (so far) 
of his historical fantasy series the Thieftaker Chronicles 
published by Tor, under the pen name D.B. Jackson. He 
has done a movie tie-in and an audio tie-in, and he has 
new projects under his belt and ready to be announced.

He can write anything.

David's books have been translated into a dozen 
languages.

7^/^ Klotten

Faith Hunter is author of the Jane Yellowrock series, the 
Soulwood series, and the Rogue Mage series, as well as 
over a dozen mysteries, thrillers, and police procedurals 
under two pennames.
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HONOR'S FINISHING WHAT 
SHE STARTED

Honor Harrington has worn the Star Kingdom's uniform for half a 
century. Very few people know war the way Honor Harrington 
does. Very few have lost as many men and women, friends and 
family, as she has. Yet despite that, hers has been a voice of 
caution, and the strategy she supports has been working: the 
Solarian Navy finally realizes it cannot face an Alliance battle fleet 
and win.

But now, the Solarian League Navy has committed atrocities such 
as the galaxy has not known in a thousand years. And they have 
finally killed too many of the people Honor Harrington loves. Hers 
is the voice of caution and compromise no longer, and the galaxy 
is about to see something it has never imagined.

Honor Harrington is coming for the Solarian League, and Hell is 
coming in her wake.

Vengeance for the Star Kingdom
Travis Long has risen from humble beginnings to become one of the Royal 
Manticoran Navy's most valuable assets. With a penchant for the rules—and 
an uncanny ability to think outside of them—he's foiled plots from within and 
without the Star Kingdom. Twice he's saved the RMN, but now he faces his 
greatest challenge yet. One that will test his mettle as an officer and as a 
man of honor. Vengeance is calling—and Travis Uriah Long is willing and 
able to answer!

The newest installment in the Manticore Ascendant series from New York 
Times best-selling authors David Weber and Timothy Zahn and Honorverse 
expert Thomas Pope.

The Best of the Best! 
Fifteen tales of edge-of-your-seat 
adventure and military derring-do! 
Includes the Honorverse novella 
"Our Sacred Honor" by David 
Weber!

HONORVIRSt NOVEL

BOOK ■ OF 
Manticore 
Ascendant

DAVID WEBER 
TIMOTHY ZAHN 

withTHOMAS POPE

For free sample 
chapter and more 

visit www.baen.com

http://www.baen.com


Master of Ceremonies

Charles E.
Gannon
CHARLES E. GANNON:
WORLDS BUILDER

by Toni Weisskopf

Chuck Gannon does not think small. Some writers think in 
short story arcs. Chuck does that. In fact, that’s how I was first 
introduced to his work, back in the 1990s, working in Jerry 
Pournelle’s Warworld universe, and then much later working 
in David Weber’s Honorverse. Some writers think of novel 
arcs. Chuck does that, too, as when he stepped seamlessly 
into Weber & White’s Starfire series of novels working with 
Steve White, or working with Eric Flint in the 1632 universe. 
But not a lot of writers come to me with a multi-world, multi
arc planned and populated universe for their first solo novel 
proposal. But Chuck did. And of the writers who do come 
so prepared, a vanishingly small number can pull it off. But 
Chuck did.

Chuck’s early writing years were spent in the gaming world, 
writing modules for the great SF game Traveller, and other 
GDW RPGs, including Twilight 2000, Dark Conspiracy, and 
2300 AD. He took a detour to work in broadcast television, 
get a PhD from Fordham University, and to raise a family. (He 
didn’t think small there, either; he’s got four kids who keep 
him hopping.) During that time, his nonfiction work Rumors of 
War and Infernal Machines won the 2006 ALA Choice Award 
for Outstanding Book. So you get the idea that what he turns 
his hand to, he succeeds at.

It is one of Chuck’s virtues as a convention panelist and as a 
writer that he can take complex issues, see the arguments on 
all sides, and distill them down into statements understandable 
by those who have not spent decades studying them. His 
experience as a Fulbright scholar and a university professor 
have stood him in good stead here. He is comfortable in 
front of an audience, and well able to hold his own in any 
intellectual forum, yea even unto Facebook. I was first made 
aware of this ability we served on convention panels and he 
was able to present my arguments better than I could myself.

He has been tapped to be a member of SIGMA, the science 
fiction writers military advisory think tank, and has been a 
subject matter expert for various intelligence and defense 
agencies. But luckily for us, what he really wants to do is
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write science fiction. And that he does with glorious 
enthusiasm, drawing readers into his worlds and taking 
them on amazing voyages.

Like Heinlein’s Have Space Suit, Will Travel, each section 
of Gannon’s Terran Republic series opens the universes 
up a little bit more. Just when you think you’ve figured 
out the big reveal, it turns out there’s a bigger reveal. 
Gannon’s work builds on what has gone before. He is 
aware of Doc Smith, and Heinlein, and Pournelle, and 
Brin; but his work is uniquely his own. So by all means, 
start with Fire with Fire, and binge your way through Trial 
by Fire, Raising Caine, Caine’s Mutiny and on to Marque 
of Caine (all proudly from Baen, the last forthcoming in 
Summer 2019). You will have a rollicking good time!

Toni is not only a LibertyCon regular, she is also the 
Commander in Chief of BAEN Books, an avid College 
Football Fan (Roll Tide!), and one of Liberty Con's 
favorite people ever.
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MONSTER’HUNTER 
- MEMOIRS: © 

'.SlMERS/
to Cft©

Best-selling authors Larry Correia and 
John Ringo Team up for a new series set in 
the Monster Hunter International universe.

With New Orleans out of control, Chad Oliver Gardenier, 
one of Monster Hunter International’s premier hunters, 
has been dispatched from Seattle to reinforce the 
beleaguered members of MHI’s Hoodoo Squad in their 
fight against the darkness.

Witcfey Woman
“This is a breathtaking heroic saga 

that pays off in a really satisfying way
Barnes&Noble.com

Sarah Calhoun is on a desperate quest to claim a secret 
heritage she never dreamed could be hers. If Sarah 
cannot achieve her goal, it may mean the end of her, her 
family—and the world where she is just beginning to 
find her place.

A love

The genetically engineered Mules left Earth in disgrace, 
fleeing for their lives after worldwide revolution against 
their dictatorial rule. Generations have passed and the 
Mules have returned for their vengeance. It’s up to 
former darkship thief—and new mother—Athena Sinistra 
to find a way to stop them.

Find sample chapters for all Baen Books at
www.baen.com

For more information, sign up for our newsletters at:
http://www.baen.com/newsletter_signup

Baen Books is distributed by Simon & Schuster
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For your additional hobnobbing pleasure

So... Many... PROS!!!

Michael J. Allen A bestselling author of science fiction 
and fantasy novels, Michael J. Allen is best known for 
his SCION YA space opera series and his Bittergate 
contemporary fantasies. A former submarine reactor 
operator, cooking enthusiast, and Starfleet International 
c fficer, he’s enjoying teenager free days experimenting 
with diabetic recipes and expanding his published works.

Quincy J. Allen Quincy is the nationally best-selling 
author of the Blood War Chronicles, Endgame Trilogy, and 
Colt the Outlander. When MysterySceneMag.com said his 
novel Chemical Burn begins and ends in violence, piling 
up a body count seldom achieved in more straightforward 
thrillers, he knew he had found his super power.

Arlan Andrews Dr. Arlan Andrews, Sr., has been an SF 
fan since age 10, an SF writer for 38 years, and a retired 
engineer for 5 years. He is an active futurist, consultant, 
and SF writer, and the founder of SIGMA, the science 
fiction think tank. Among his more than 500 publications 
of all kinds are recent SF stories in the Mensa Bulletin, in 
Astounding Frontiers magazine, and in the Superversive 
Planetary Anthologies.

Steve Antczak Stephen L. Antczak is a writer who 
lives with an artist and a dog in Atlanta. He is a regular 
contributor to the PBS-affiliated web site, NextAvenue.org. 
He also writes fiction, with over 40 short stories published, 
and screenplays, with several short films and 2 feature 
films produced. He has written comic books, graphic 
novels, and plays. His novels God Drug and The Oracle 
Paradox are published by Digital Fiction Publishing based 
in Windsor, Ontario.

_ou Antonelli Lou’s had 115 short stories published since 
2013. He was a 2013 finalist for the Sidewise Award in 
Alternate History for Great White Ship (Daily Science 
-iction - May 2012, a two-time Hugo nominee (Short 
Story, Best Related Work) in 2015, and 2017 finalist for 
he Dragon Award in Alternate History.

Atlanta Radio Theater Company ARTC is a professional 
roupe that brings “new old-time radio”, complete with 
ush soundscapes, stirring music, and original stories 
guaranteed to remind you that... There is Adventure 
<n Sound'.

Charity Ayres Charity Ayres is a Sci-Fi/Fantasy/ 
Paranormal author. She was a contributing author on A 
Fistful of Credits and is a Navy veteran, wife, mom, and 
high school teacher. She teaches workshops with “Agile 
Writers" and through “Hampton Roads Writers.” Works: 
Loki Bound, Loki: Hellbound, Secret in the Wings, and 
Ice Burns.

Jonathan David Baird Happily married and living in 
Lenoir, North Carolina, Jonathan Baird is retired from 
Archaeology in 2011 after 15 years doing field work. He 
has Masters degrees in American History (with a focus on 
the colonial frontier) and English Literature (with a focus 
on Gothic horror).

Scott W. Baker Scott W. Baker's students think it's 
weird that he teaches math and writes. To him, it's a 
natural fit. His short stories span the speculative genres 
and have appeared in places like Escape Pod, Daily 
Science Fiction, and Writers of the Future. He lives in 
Murfreesboro, TN and online at scottwbaker.net.

Griffin Barber A veteran police officer, Griffin Barber is 
also a lifelong Speculative Fiction fan and avid gamer. 
He's had several shorts published in the Grantville 
Gazette and co-authored 1636: Mission to the Mughals, 
with Eric Flint. He also penned a well-received novella 
for RSI’s website called: A Separate Law. http:// 
therantinggriffin.blogspot.com

Jeff Barnes Jeff Barnes is a lead safety engineer for the 
FAA. He is a regular contributor to the Sha’Daa Tales of 
the Apocalypse shared universe anthology. And if he looks 
familiar, it is because has been a regular in Chattanooga 
fandom since ChattaCon 3!

Paul Barrett Paul has been writing since he was eight 
years old. He is a movie producer with two feature films 
(Cold Storage, Night Feeders) and three published novels 
(A Whisper of Death, The Malaise Falchion, Knight 
Errant.) He is currently working on A Cry of 
Decay, the follow up to A Whisper of Death, He lives in 
North Carolina.
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Jim Beall Jim Beall (BS-Math, MBA, PE) has been a 
nuclear engineer for 40+ years, a wargamer for 50+, and an 
avid reader of science fiction for even longer. Experience: 
operations (nuclear officer USN), design (Duke Power), 
construction (United Engineers & Constructors), inspection 
(USNRC), and energy policy (USNRC Commissioner 
Reactors Assistant).

James “JD” Beckwith J.D. Beckwith — a mechanical 
engineer with delusions of writing grandeur. He writes, 
reads, plays tabletop & RPG games, grows tomatoes, herds 
cats, and hides out in the woods of Northwest Georgia. 
His first novel, eConscience Beta (Sci-Fi/Technothriller/ 
Comedy) was self-published in 2017.
His Blog: Words from the Wampuscat 
(wampuscatenterprises @wordpress.com)

Laura Bielaczyc Laura Bielaczyc is a maker and refuses 
to be tied down to any one medium. Her passion is crafting, 
whether it be sewing, building, leather work, or the like. 
Her most recent endeavor is weaving together small bits of 
nature, encapsulating them in little glass domes.

Michael Bielaczyc Michael Bielaczyc has been making 
art his whole life. In fact, he doesn't spend much time not 
creating new things. He is a founder and lead make up FX 
artist at Aradani Studios, creating masks and appliances for 
people all across the world. He is also a painter, designer 
and writer. See his work at michaelbielaczyc.com

Paul Bielaczyc Chesley Award winning artist Paul 
Bielaczyc co-owns Aradani Studios with his brother Mike, 
a costuming and art company founded in 2002. Based in 
Nashville, they travel mostly in the Southeast United States, 

to various conventions and Renaissance Festivals, selling 
(in their words) "our art, and our ears".

Rick Boatright Rick Boatright has been the "tech guy" 
for the 1632 series since 2001. He's published in the 
hardcover Grantville Gazettes as well as the E-Zine. 
Rick's common activities at cons feature his "Weird Tech" 
presentation, which he insists has nothing to do with 
steampunk. Outside of the SF universe, Rick is a partner 
in a small software development firm.

David Bogen David Bogen has been active in many 
aspects of fandom from ConCom for many Texas 
conventions to managing art shows with Pegasus 
Management across the country. But he is better known 
in his professional community as a leader in implementing 
future looking analytics and processes that are 
transforming the electric industry.

Karen Bogen Editor/copyeditor and writer, K.B. Bogen 
combines technology and humor with a dash of the 
macabre. A native Texan, she holds a BSCSE degree 
from UT Arlington, and several health and nutrition 
certifications. She knits compulsively and reads forensic 
anthropology textbooks for fun. Current WIP: the third 
book in the QUEST series.

Scott Bragg Scott Bragg, is a native of Atlanta, Georgia. 
His head in the clouds, earning his keep building clouds 
for IT companies. An amateur photographer, he prefers 
shooting people who generally don't shoot back. He is 
kept sane and well-grounded by his wife, the always- 
awesome Wendi Bragg.

SCI-FI... CAROLINAS STYLE!!!

CONCAROLINA! 2019
DEEP SOUTH CON 57

Hilton Charlotte University Place 
May 31-June 2, 2019

Guests of Honor
Tory Belleci, Science 
Spat Oktan, Costume 
Library Bards, Music
Kelly Lockhart, MC

Special Guests
David Weber, Author 

Aaron Rosenberg, Gaming 
Now Are The Foxes, Comedy

Music and Comedy Performances, Art Show, 
Short Film Festival, Costume Contest, 

Gaming, Annual Blood Drive, 
Charity Auction, Dealers Room,

Fan Groups
Panel Tracks Including:

Science, Costuming, Fandom, Film, 
Writing, Paranormal, Geek Life, 

and MORE!!!

Register at concarolinas.org/attend

wordpress.com
michaelbielaczyc.com
concarolinas.org/attend


Brett Brooks Brett has written comics for both Dark Horse 
and Techno Comics, as well as working on White Wolf’s 
World of Darkness RPG. He also published the cult
favorite RPG Xcrawl and the kid-friendly RPG Meddling 
Kids. His most recent ventures include the fantasy novel 
series The Champions of Elan.

Doug Burbey Army Lieutenant Colonel (Retired) Douglas 
Burbey is constantly preparing to: repel the zombie 
hordes, defend America from all enemies foreign and 
domestic (particularly Hipsters and Fashionistas), brew 
beer & defeat the Rebel Alliance. His debut series Blood 
War has beer, dead demons, corrupt politicians, and 
rage issues.

David L. Burkhead Indianapolis writer David L. Burkhead 
is a physicist working in Atomic Force Microscopy. In 
addition, he is an author of science fiction and fantasy with 
iooks such as Survival Test, The Hordes of Chanakra, 

nd Big Blue currently available. Current projects include 
sequel to The Hordes of Chanakra.

ave (D.J.) Butler has mostly recovered from being a 
awyer. He writes fantasy for adults (WITCHYEYE, Baen) 
and kids (THE KIDNAP PLOT, Knopf), loves languages 
and board games, and plays bad guitar. He's married and 
las three kids. Dave is also acquisitions editor for Kevin J. 
Anderson's WordFire Press.

Paul Cagle Paul Cagle is the host of the /Enigma 
Project radio show and the administrative coordinator 
for the South Eastern Paranormal Society located in 
Chattanooga, TN. His first novel, Shadow Born, is now 
available on Amazon. You can find out more about 
Shadow Born at www.shadow-borne.com.

Joseph Capdepon Joseph designs fire alarm systems 
and has been working in that field 13 years. His first 
short story, Night of the Fireflies appeared in Vol. 59 of 
the Grantville Gazette. To Face the Tide (forthcoming) 
in ShaDaa: Toys (Copper Dog) with his talented, and 
somewhat handsome co-author Chris Smith. Joseph and 
his lovely, *younger* wife Bonnie live in Houston with their 
poodle, Oberon, King of the Floofs.

Anna Grace Carpenter A.G. Carpenter writes fiction of 
(and for) all sorts. She studied film-making in college, but 
quickly discovered that pen and paper are a less costly 
medium. Her work has appeared in Daily Science Fiction, 
Abyss & Apex, the Grantville Gazette, and others. Touch: 
A Trilogy is available from Falstaff Books.

Rachel Cates Rachel has studied many branches of 
science, but when she discovered D&D and the SCA, new 
worlds and experiences opened up. Grounded in science, 
Rachel's craft (painting, drawing, and writing) contains 
renaissance-whimsy and magic with a dark 
twist, as expressed in ShaDaa Toys, under the pen 
name RJ Ladon.

Debi Chowdhury Debi Chowdhury is: Member of 
ICG (international Costumers Guild), Sick Pups (New 
York, New Jersey costumers Guild, NOEL (Northern

Lights Costumers Guild, Ma), Co-Director Worldcon 75 
Masquerade, Helsinki, Finland Assistant Director, ARISIA, 
2017, Boston, Ma Green Room Director, Lunacon 2016, 
2017 Assistant to the masquerade director, Loncon 2014 
Green Room Clerk, Several conventions Masquerade 
Staff, Chicon 7, Lonestarcon

Denise Clemons Denise is a member of the Science 
Fiction Poetry Association and has had her work published 
in journals, chapbooks and anthologies. She has written a 
weekly cooking column for the past 12 years and her most 
recent book, A Culinary History of Southern Delaware was 
published by the American Palate imprint of the History 
Press in 2016. Denise presents at many SF Conventions 
on topics ranging from the Food of Star Trek to interactive 
writing workshops on world building through feeding the 
inhabitants of speculative worlds.

Jack Clemons Jack Clemons is an SF author and 
member of SFWA. He was an engineer and team leader 
on NASA's Apollo and Space Shuttle Programs, and he 
appeared in Discovery Channel's award-winning Apollo 
documentary Moon Machines. His memoir, Safely to 
Earth, will be published by University Press of Florida later 
this year.

Julie Cochrane Julie Cochrane has been writing stories 
since age five. She has three novels co-authored with 
John Ringo in his Legacy of the Aldenata series, by 
Baen Books, and a story in Rogues in Hell, by Perseid. 
Her background includes psychology, chemistry, IT, and 
martial arts.

Brian Cooksey Brian Cooksey is the former chairman of 
Hypericon in Nashville, TN and he is one of the hosts of 
the Play On Target podcast. He also works as a tabletop 
RPG editor and system consultant. His latest project is for 
the Sagaborn system.

Jason Cordova A 2015 John W. Campbell Award finalist, 
Jason Cordova’s is probably best known for his popular 
Kin Wars Saga series. A high school basketball coach 
in his spare time, he currently lives in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains in southwestern Virginia. He is also a 
kaiju enthusiast.

Bridget Correia As if her life wasn't busy enough raising 
four children and managing the house while her husband 
writes, Bridget also trains for 5ks, 10ks, and half
marathons. Holding an art history degree from Utah State 
University she channels her creativity in her needlework 
and cooking. Originally from the Bay Area, she is now 
managing the construction of her family's new house at 
Yard Moose Mountain, Utah.

Larry Correia Larry Correia is the award winning, New 
York Times bestselling author of the Monster Hunter 
International series, the Grimnoir Chronicles alternate 
history trilogy, the Saga of the Forgotten Warrior epic 
fantasy, the Dead Six thrillers (with Mike Kupari), and the| 
Monster Hunter Memoirs novels (with John Ringo).
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Would like to present:

Fan Guest of Honor 
Commodore Randolph Allen ^ 

oF the 059 Hew Orleans
Author Claudia Gray And Editor Toni Weisskopf

Along with:
Kurt Amacker 
Trisha Baker

Jessie Craig 
Charles Gramlich

Terry Maggert 
J L Mulvihill

Kathy Beauford 
Brandon Black 
Hope Bridger 
Alex Brown

Chris Hayes 
Louise Herring-Jones 

Invader Ellie 
Leo King

Charlotte Pipes 
Ash Reese of CajuNerd LLC 

Kimberly Richardson 
Diana Rowland

Chris Copesky Jesse Shoemaker and 
Chad Besse of Darkwater FX

Kalila Smith

Also Featuring: 
Dealers Room 24-Hour Gaming Discussion Panels 
Family Programing Electronic Gaming Art Gallery 

Charity Auction Hospitality Suite Costume Contest . 
Parties Live Concerts Artist Alley Cadet Lounge 

And Much More...

November 16-18,8018
Find Us On Follow Us On
Facebook Twitter Airport Hilton 

on Airline Hwy. 
Kenner, LA.

Proud Supporter Of

Friers 0$ tke 
NEW ORLEANS 
PUBLIC LIBRARY

www.contraflowscifi.org info@contraflowscifi.org
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Terry Culver Terry Culver is a Chartered Herbalist, 
certified by Dominion Herbal College, Vancouver, Canada. 
She is the owner of Raven’s Nest Herbals, LLC since 
1986. Terry Culver also spent 8 years working for the 
Department of Defense, where she was trained in the use 
of Remote Viewing.

Jim Curtis JL Curtis has two series out, The Grey Man 
series, current fiction with cops vs. the cartel in South 
T^xas, and Rimworld a Military Science Fiction series 
from the grunt's perspective. He's also published a 
couple of short stories in Anthologies, and one Novella. A 
retired Naval Flight officer, he spent 22 years in the Navy, 
then worked as an engineer with a defense contractor 
for another 20+ years. A long time shooter and NRA 
instructor, he now lives in North Texas and writes full time.

Doug Dandridge Doug Dandridge has been writing since 
he was kicked out of graduate school in 1996. Hundreds 
of rejections later, he finally self-published some of his 
backlog at the beginning of 2012. By March of 2013 he 
quit his day job to become a full-time writer. From then 
until the present he has self-published thirty-four books 
and sold almost a quarter million copies of his work. He 
has also appeared in numerous anthologies and is slated 
to appear in several more in the near future. Doug has 
e novel in the works with Arc Manor Publishing, and is 
working on book two in the series. There is also a novel, 
When Eagles Dare, in the Four Horsemen Universe, in 
the works.

Tammie Darden is a biologist who works as a chemist. 
She spends a lot ime helping with her grand kids. In her 
off hours she chain reads, plays Civ V, sews, cooks, and 
gardens. She has worked conventions for years and helps 
run an Alternate History based convention.

Ben Davis Dr. Ben Davis holds a Ph.D. in Nuclear 
Physics and an M.S. in Nuclear Astrophysics from the 
University of Notre Dame. He is a former college professor 
of mathematics, programming, astronomy and physics. 
He has a successful career in software development 
and engineering. His interests include history, futurism 
and skepticism.

Jonathan Del Arroz According to PJMedia.com, Jon Del 
^rroz is "the leading Hispanic voice in science fiction". 
He is author of the award-winning steampunk novel, For 
Steam And Country. As a contributor to The Federalist 
and dangerous.com, he is also recognized as a popular 
journalist and cultural commentator. Jon loves steampunk 
and space opera, and is releasing several books this year 
in both subgenres.

David Drake Dave Drake was drafted out of Duke Law 
School and became an interrogator in Vietnam and 
Cambodia. He returned to finish school and to practice 
for eight years while he wrote fiction to control his anger. 
Since 1981 he has been a full-time writer. He has stayed 
out of jail.

Greg Eden Greg Eden is from New Zealand where 
he trained in radio communications and has worked in

England, Wales, Austria, Ghana Nigeria, Sudan and 
Chad. He has installed radio equipment in garbage 
trucks, has been a communications officer for the UK Fire 
Service, has set up paging networks, and currently works 
in West Africa installing Air Traffic Control Systems and 
Meteorological Sensor Networks.

Nancy Edwards Nancy Edwards is an artist and a lifelong 
fan as she has been involved for over 30 years. Bob 
Tucker mentored her at one of the first St. Louis Archon's. 
She has run several adult relaxicons and was the Fan 
GOH for TuckerCon, the NASFIC in 2007. She has many 
stories she can share of her time in fandom

Kary English Kary English is a Hugo and Campbell 
finalist and Writers of the Future winner whose work 
has appeared in Daily Science Fiction, the Starlight 
anthologies, Grantville Gazette's Universe Annex, and 
Galaxy's Edge.

Karen Evans Karen Evans has been writing SF/F with 
her husband for almost 10 years, and enjoying the 
roller-coaster. When not writing, she enjoys crocheting, 
embroidery, and other busy-hand activities so she can 
listen to the voices in her head. She lives in New Mexico 
with her husband, a dog and a variable number of cats.

Kevin Evans Kevin H Evans has been writing since 2006; 
other interests include vintage locomotive restorations, 
hot air ballooning, SCA combat, gunsmithing, tool and 
die making.

Robert S. Evans Robert S. Evans is a film writer and 
director. He attended the New York Film Academy and 
has learned under industry veteran Jeff Burr. He has won 
several awards including Best Original Story and Best 
Director at several film fests. His latest project tackles the 
struggle of depression and suicide.

Kacey Ezell Captain Kacey Ezell is an active duty 
USAF instructor pilot with 2000+ hours in the UH-1N 
Huey and Mi-171 helicopters. When not teaching young 
pilots to beat the air into submission, she writes sci-fi/ 
fantasy/horror fiction. She’s contributed to multiple Baen 
anthologies, including the story Family Over Blood 
which was featured in the Freehold universe anthology 
FORGED IN BLOOD, and selected for inclusion in the 
Year’s Best Military and Adventure Science Fiction Vol 4. 
In addition to writing for Baen, she has published several 
novels and short stories with independent publisher Chris 
Kennedy Publishing. She is married with two daughters.

Bill Fawcett Bill Fawcett has been writing and editing SF 
since his years at Mayfair Games in the early 80s. He has 
edited over 40 Science Fiction anthologies, co-authored 
the Mycroft Holmes and Madame Vernet mystery novels, 
edited two oral histories of the US Navy SEALs and a 
number of books on Mistakes in History. He is also a 
board and computer game designer.

Eric Flint Eric Flint's writing career began with the science 
fiction novel Mother of Demons. His alternate history novel
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1632 has led to a long-running series with over thirty 
novels and anthologies in print. He’s also written many 
other science fiction and fantasy novels. He resides in 
northwest Indiana with his wife Lucille.

Monalisa Foster Monalisa won life's lottery when she 
escaped communism and became an unhyphenated 
American citizen. Her works tend to explore themes of 
freedom, liberty, and personal responsibility. Despite 
her degree in physics, she’s worked in engineering and 
medicine. Her primary genre is space opera with a bit, or 
a lot of, romance.

‘ Colonel” Fritz Fotovich Fritz is a non-starving artist 
masquerading as a logistics engineer contracting for the 
US Government. Awarded Best Digital Art at the LC30 Art 
Show. Watch for his Large Ass Dice Games as well as 
MC’ing LC31’s Celebrity Jeopardy event.

A.M. Freeman A.M. Freeman is a young author from 
tie beautiful Georgia mountains. When not arguing with 
f ctional characters, she enjoys reading and horseback 
riding, and she just about never stops dancing. You 
can find her work, At The End of Detachment in the 
anthology Forbidden Thoughts, and more stories in the 
Planetary Anthologies.

Julie Frost Julie Frost lives in Utah with her family, which 
consists of more pets than people. Her short fiction has 
appeared in too many venues to count, including Monster 
Hunter Files, and her novel series, Pack Dynamics, is 
published by WordFire Press. She whines about writing, a 
ot, at http://agilebrit.livejournal.com/

Karl Gallagher Karl K. Gallagher is an engineer at a major 
aerospace company. Previously he calculated trajectories 
for a commercial launch rocket start-up and designed and 
operated weather satellites. Karl lives in Saginaw, TX with 
his family. His books Torchship and Torchship Pilot are 
available on Amazon and Audible.

Melissa Gay Melissa Gay makes art for book covers, 
games, and galleries. Her clients include Baen, Llewellyn, 
Hay House, Apex Press, Evil Hat, Pelgrane Press, Atlas 
Games, Third Eye Games, and Sagaborn. She belongs to 
the Changeling Artist Collective and co-founded the Bird 
Whisperer Project. She is ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT ALL 
THE THINGS!

Amie Gibbons Amie was born and raised in Utah, flew 
south for school and stayed. She lawyers, writes, dances, 
sings, and cat-wrangles, and does some better than others. 
She lives with a picture snapping cat trapped in a man's 
body, and a man trapped in a cat’s body, who misses 
opposable thumbs.

Peter Grant Peter Grant was born and raised in South 
Africa, serving in the military and working in the IT industry 
and humanitarian concerns before being ordained as a 
pastor. He immigrated to the USA in 1997, later marrying 
a pilot from Alaska. They live in Tennessee, where he 
writes full-time.

Richard Groller Richard Groller writes fiction and non
fiction. He is co-author of The Warrior's Edge, contributing 
author to The American Warrior, and editor of the illustrated 
book of macabre poetry, The Book of Night. He has
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been published in 6 volumes of the Heroes in Hell series;
4 volumes of Sha'Daa: Tales of the Apocalypse series, 
2 volumes of the HWA Poetry Showcase, and the horror 
anthologies What Scares the Boogeyman?, Terror by 
Gaslight, and Dark Corners.

Dr. Robert E. Hampson Dr. Robert E. Hampson (aka "Tedd 
Roberts") is the brain scientist behind the science fiction at 
Baen Books. A neuroscientist with 35 years' experience in 
laboratory and clinical research, as well as public speaking, 
he writes science fact and fiction for SF/F audiences and 
advises authors on cutting edge science for their novels.

Michael H. Hanson Michael H. Hanson created the 
SHA'DAA shared-world series and his work has appeared 
in the last 6 anthologies of Janet Morris’s Heroes-in-Hell 
series. His work is in the anthology C.H.U.D. LIVES! and 
also the Roger Zelazny tribute anthology SHADOWS AND 
REFLECTIONS. He’s published 90-plus stories in the last 
14 years.

John Hartness John G. Hartness is a teller of tales, a 
righter of wrong, defender of ladies’ virtues, and some 
people call him Maurice, for he speaks of the pompatus 
of love. He is also the award-winning author of the urban 
fantasy series The Black Knight Chronicles (Bell Bridge 
Books), the Bubba the Monster Hunter comedic horror 
series, the Quincy Harker, Demon Hunter bark fantasy 
series, and many other projects.

Ross Hathaway Ross Hathaway is a propulsion engineer 
who works at NASA Armstrong Flight Research Center in 
California. He has been involved in the aerospace industry 
for over 40 years and has dealt with aero vehicles from 
man-powered, electric, turbomachinery, ram and scramjets, 
and rockets.

Jonna Hayden Jonna Hayden is a professional Costume 
Designer, clothing historian, and long-time SF geek. After 
many years of hiding in the Science Fiction section of 
the school library, she found her tribe when she attended 
Orycon 5. She builds shows for the Opera, Ballet, and 
anyone else who will pay her.

Louise Herring-Jones Louise Herring-Jones (Amy L. 
Herring) writes mainstream, historical, and speculative 
fiction as well as non-fiction. Her science fiction, dark 
fantasy, and light horror stories have been published in 
anthologies, including Michaelis and the Dew Shades in Fae 
Tales of the Mediterranean (Futurefire.net Publishing, 2016), 
Tender in Life on the Rez (Tree-Lion Press, 2016) and, 
coming soon, Shootout at Paint Rock (in a Pro Se Press 
anthology) and High Ground with illustrations by Melissa 
Gay (Thunderchild Publishing).

Robby Hilliard Robby Hilliard, a native of Chattanooga 
TN who now resides in Marietta GA, writes horror, science
fiction, and fantasy. His first published short story, Cold 
Case, can be found in the Sha’Daa Shared-World, Dark- 
Fantasy Universe published by Copper Dog Publishing.

Taylor S Hoch Taylor S Hoch—author of The Curse of the 
Dullahan/Prospero Clydesdale O'Shaughnessy middle

grade urban fantasy series has five books out and a sixth 
due to be released in 2019. Taylor holds master's degrees 
in English Literature and Creative Writing, and is also a 
singer/songwriter, storyteller, avid gamer, and SF/Fantasy 
fan. Look for her on Authors Alley as well as running the 
Kids D&D in the game room.

Dan Hollifield runs Aphelion Webzine, online since 1997, 
as a writer's workshop freezine. He's made a few pro 
sales of his writing so far, the biggest being an upcoming 
collection of spaceport bar short stories from Dark Oak 
Press. He has 3 music albums out, and as an Atlanta- 
area steampunk.

John Holmes is a 22-year veteran of the US Army and 
the NY Army National Guard, and served in Iraq in 2005. 
It all started when watching The Walking Dead with a 
friend and she grew irritated at his constant "That's not 
right!" or "That's impossible!" She challenged him to write 
something better, and almost a dozen books later, here 
he is. His books range from Military Science Fiction to 
Space Opera to Fantasy, and some comedy thrown in.

Teresa Howard Teresa a life-long fan of science fiction 
and fantasy. She is a retired teacher, semi-professional 
genealogist, and Science Fiction and Fantasy author. 
Her short stories have been published in magazines, 
anthologies, webzines, and on IPhone aps in the U.S., 
Canada, and the U.K. Her debut novel The Reluctant 
Empress published by Champagne Book Group 2017

Rob Howell A reformed medieval academic who uses 
that experience in his writing, Rob has also been an 
IT professional and a soda jerk. As a child, his parents 
discovered books were the only way to keep him quiet. 
Without books, either he or his parents would not have 
survived. Possibly both.

Daniel M. Hoyt Daniel M. Hoyt is a systems architect 
for rocket trajectory software, when not writing or 
wrangling royalty calculations. Dan has appeared in many 
magazines and anthologies, notably Witch Way to the 
Mall, Strip Mauled, and Fangs for the Mammaries (Baen); 
Mike Brotherton’s Diamonds in the Sky, and has edited 
Fate Fantastic and Better Off Undead for DAW. His debut 
space opera, Ninth Euclid’s Prince, launched in 2015; 
sequels are underway.

Sarah A. Hoyt Sarah A. Hoyt was born (and raised) in 
Portugal and now lives in Colorado with her husband, 
two sons, and a variable number of cats, depending on 
how many show up to beg on the door step. She is the 
author of more than 30 published novels: science fiction, 
fantasy, mystery, historical mystery, historical fantasy and 
historical biography. Her space-opera novel Darkship 
Thieves was the 2011 Prometheus Award Winner.

Debbie Hughes Debbie Hughes is a painter and 
illustrator whose work has been published worldwide. She 
is one of the few women illustrators who has successfully 
broken into the male dominated field of Science Fiction 
and Fantasy publishing. In addition her paintings have
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been sought after by collectors in the U.S. and abroad. 
Debbie is a graduate of Furman University. She is also 
the grand-daughter of Hildegarde Hamilton, a well-known 
impressionist painter. Debbie and her husband Dean live in 
rural north Georgia with two cats.

Daniel Humphreys Daniel Humphreys is the author of the 
“Paxton Locke" urban fantasy series and the “Z-Day” series 
of post-apocalyptic thrillers. He lives in southern Indiana 
with his family.

Kevin Ikenberry Kevin Ikenberry is a life-long space geek, 
retired Army Lieutenant Colonel, and science fiction writer. 
His debut novel Sleeper Protocol was heralded as “an 
emotionally powerful debut” by Publisher’s Weekly. He is 
the author of The Protocol War series and the Peacemaker 
novels in the best-selling Four Horsemen Universe.

Steve Jackson Steve Jackson founded SJG in 1980. 
He has designed way too many games, including Ogre, 
Car Wars, Illuminati, GURPS, and Munchkin. His hobbies 
include Lego, pirates, tropical fish, rolling ball machines, 
and gardening, and he really wishes he could still find the 
time for beekeeping, model railroading, videogames, and 
the SCA.

Bryan Jones Bryan Jones is a chainmail smith and digital 
artist who proudly hails from Huntsville, Alabama, the 
"Rocket City." He grew up in a computer-literate home long 
before computers were cool and enjoys transferring his 
imagination into digital space vistas. On the other end of 
the space-time continuum, Bryan is a fan of Renaissance 
Faires and medieval combat, translating that interest into 
chainmail creations that will delight any fair lady and her 
knight in shining armor.

Cecilia Star Kachina Cecilia Star Kachina is a girl still in 
high school. She will graduate this year. She is a writer of 
horror or poetry. She is also painter and sculptor of clay. 
She has won awards for being a young author. She and her 
family live in Chickamauga, Georgia.

Bart Kemper Bart Kemper is a Professional Engineer and 
based in Louisiana. When he is not there, he is somewhere 
else, such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Vietnam, or Washington 
State. He's a writer, soldier, engineer, photographer, father, 
inventor, and problem solver. Using explosives. No boom 
today. Maybe boom tomorrow.

Chris Kennedy A bestselling SciFi/Fantasy/Alt History 
author, speaker, and small-press publisher, Chris Kennedy 
has written 20 books and published more than 35 others. 
Chris’ stories include the The Theogony and Codex Regius 
science fiction trilogies and stories in the Four Horsemen 
universe. Get his free book, Shattered Crucible, at his 
website, chriskennedypublishing.com

Darin Kennedy Darin Kennedy, doctor by day and novelist 
by night, lives, writes, and practices medicine in Charlotte, 
North Carolina. His debut novel, The Mussorgsky Riddle, 
was bom from a fusion of two of his lifelong loves: classical 

music and world mythology. The Stravinsky Intrigue 
continues those same themes, and his Fugue & Fable 
series culminates in The Tchaikovsky Finale, all from 
Curiosity Quills Press. The first novel in his The Pawn 
Stratagem contemporary fantasy series, Pawn’s Gambit, 
is available from Falstaff Books.

Dorothy Klapp Dorothy Klapp was born to a military 
family and raised wherever her father's postings took 
them. She went to Alaska on a whim, and learned to fly 
before she could drive; hence the title of her blog - On 
A Wing And A Whim. She and Peter Grant married in 
2010 and settled in Nashville, Tennessee, where she still 
surprises local pilots with the size of the tires on her bush
flying plane. She is an active partner with her husband in 
independent publishing.

Tom Kratman Tom Kratman is a retired infantry lieutenant 
colonel and retired civil lawyer who writes full time for 
Baen, Castalia, and Defy Media. Originally from the 
Peoples Republic of Massachusetts, he defected from 
there to the Army in 1974, at the age of seventeen. He 
and his wife currently call Virginia home.

Mike Kupari Mike Kupari is a former Air Force EOD 
tech, and has co-authored the Dead Six series with Larry 
Correia, and has written his own series of space opera 
adventures: Her Brother's Keeper, and The Sins of 
Her Father.

L. Jagi Lamplighter L. Jagi Lamplighter is the author of 
the Books of Unexpected Enlightenment and Prospero’s 
Children series. When not writing, she switches to her 
secret identity as stay-home mom, living with her 
dashing husband, author John C. Wright, and their four 
children, Orville, Ping-Ping Eve, Roland Wilbur, and 
Justinian Oberon.

Dina Leacock Diane Arrelle, the pen name of South 
Jersey writer Dina Leacock, has been writing for more 
than 20 years and has sold more than 250 short stories. 
She has two published books including, Just A Drop in the 
Cup, a collection of short-short stories. She is proud to be 
one of the founding members as well as a president of the 
Garden State Horror Writers and is also a past president 
of the Philadelphia Writers’ Conference.

D. Allen Lewis Chattanooga native, D. Alan Lewis’s debut 
novel, The Blood in Snowflake Garden was a finalist for 
the 2010 Claymore Award. Alan’s other novels include, 
The Lightning Bolts of Zeus and The Bishop of Port 
Victoria. He is the editor of three anthologies from Dark 
Oak Press, Capes & Clockwork and the 2 Luna’s Children 
volumes. Alan has numerous short stories published, and 
is a frequent speaker/guest at various genre conventions.

Lawdog Born on the island of Malta to an Oklahoma oil 
engineer and a Texas school teacher, Lawdog was raised 
in Africa, the Middle East, and Europe. He has been a 
soldier, an EMT, a volunteer fireman, a short-order cook, 
the world’s worst rodeo clown, and a peace officer. He
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currently resides in Texas with a very patient lady and 
three fur children.

Doug Loss Doug Loss is an IT security analyst 
from Maryville, TN. He has been an SF reader since 
childhood (more than 55 years) and a war gamer for over 
50 years. He's an avid blues music fan and is currently 
serving as the IT chair and a member of the Board of 
Jirectors for the Tennessee Valley Interstellar Workshop 

ttps://tviw.us).

Tamara Lowery Tamara Lowery, author of The 
Adventures of Pigg & Woolfe steampunk serial and the 
Waves of Darkness series, is a native of Chattanooga. 
She just launched the first episode of Pigg & Woolfe 
in March 2018 and hopes to release an episode a 
month with an annual omnibus with bonus material. 
Although currently out of publication and searching for 
a new publishing home, all seven books in her pirates 
and vampires Waves of Darkness series placed in the 
Top Ten in the Horror Novel category of the critters.org 
Dreditors and Editors Readers Poll in their respective 
/ears of original release.

Terry Maggert Left-handed. Father of an apparent 
nudist. Husband to a half-Norwegian. Herder of cats and 
dogs. Lover of pie. I write books. I've had an unhealthy 
fascination with dragons since the age of-- well, for a 
while. Native Floridian. Current Tennessean. Location 

subject to change based on insurrection, upheaval, or 
availability of coffee. Eleven books and counting, with no 
end in sight. You've been warned.

Amanda Makepeace is an award winning artist and 
illustrator. Her career in art began more than a decade ago 
while living abroad in the UK. In recent years, Amanda has 
worked with independent publishers and game companies. 
Her latest project is a cover for an upcoming book featuring 
Hugo nominated stories - Long List Anthology Volume 3. 
She is also a regular at Fantasy and SciFi conventions in 
the southeast. In 2015 she won Judges' Choice Award in 
the JordanCon Art Show and in 2017 she won Best Space 
Scene in the DragonCon Art Show.

Geoffrey Mandragora Geoffrey Mandragora is the pen 
name for Brent Mehring. He is currently completing three 
years of rehab following a twenty year addiction to historical 
re-enactment. After decades of arguing with people about 
what is "period," his first novel, The Thunderbolt Affair, sets 
the argument, "What is Steampunk?"

Gail Z. Martin Gail Z. Martin is the author of Vendetta: A 
Deadly Curiosities Novel in her urban fantasy series set in 
Charleston, SC (Solaris Books); Shadow and Flame the 
fourth and final book in the Ascendant Kingdoms Saga (Orbi 
Books); The Shadowed Path (Solaris Books) and Iron and 
Blood a new Steampunk series (Solaris Books) co-authored 
with Larry N. Martin.

Bad Ash Publishing is proud to present Urban Science Fiction. Changes to our 
world that mix science, magic, strong lead characters, and plots that will take you
far from the mundane world.

Blood War Series— Lt. Colonel Kenner retired after the Demon War ended, but when the past rears it head, retirement might be deadly. If the summoned demons don't kill him, his personal ones might.

Kaylid Chronicles-Being human is a choice, no matter what form you wear. Join people who find themselves with abilities they don't understand and complications that might change the future of the world in this new series.
www.badashpublishing.com
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Dr. Joe Meany Joseph E. Meany, Ph.D., (a.k.a. the 
Crimson Alkemist) is a material scientist from Atlanta, GA. 
He received his Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University of 
Alabama in 2016 and continues to work and volunteer in 
various science communication venues with a focus on 
how chemistry and nanotechnology impact society. He is a 
member and contributor to the Tennessee Valley Interstellar 
Workshop and the Tau Zero Foundation, promoting the 
development of new materials to solve challenges facing 
humans in earth and space. His first book, with co-author 
Les Johnson, called Graphene: The Superstrong, Superthin 
and Supen/ersatile Material that will Revolutionize the World 
was released in February 2018 by Prometheus Books.

Mike Massa Mike Massa has lived an adventurous life, 
including stints as Navy SEAL officer, an investment banker 
and a technologist. He lived outside the US for several 
years, plus the usual deployments. Newly published, Mike 
is married with three sons, who check daily to see if today is 
the day they can pull down the old lion. Not yet...

Thomas A. Mays Tom Mays is a veteran naval surface fleet 
officer, working surface aboard destroyers and amphibious 
ships, as well as teaching and assisting with research into 
electromagnetic weapons and ballistic missile defense. An 
SFWA-qualifying short story author with 9 pro and semi-pro 
short stories published since 2009, A Sword Into Darkness is 
his first published novel.

James P. McDonald James Nettles has consulted for 
dozens of clients from startups to Fortune 100 organizations 
on designing and implementing transformative technologies 
over 25 years. He speaks on futurism and coming disruptive 
technologies and their impact on businesses and all of our 
daily lives. In addition, Jim develops content and materials 
for personal and professional development, technology, 
privacy issues, and Artificial Intelligence. He writes sf, 
fantasy, and contemporary fiction as James P. McDonald; 
his current series are the Home Summonings and Longbow 
Initiative urban fantasy series.

Holly McClure Founder of Sullivan Maxx Literary Agency 
which was recently acquired by Lexium Entertainment 
& Talent Agency and reorganized as the literary and film 
division of the company. Holly stayed on as president of that 
division. She is published internationally in both fiction and 
nonfiction, writing thrillers, YA, mystery and inspirational.

Edward McKeown Edward McKeown is best known for his 
Robert Fenaday/Shasti Rainhell series of SF novels set on 
the Privateer Sidhe. He has now debuted a new series set 
in the same universe, featuring a 50,000-year-old android 
named Maauro and her friend, a disgraced pilot named Wrik 
Trigardt, as they battle governments and the Thieves Guild 
for their freedom in, My Outcast State, Against that Time, 
and The Lost.

Megan Miller Megan Miller is the first generation of 
her family born outside the Cherokee reservation in the 
mountains of North Carolina. She has a master’s degree 
in Technical Communication from NC State University. 
She is a contributor to the Bewitched, Betwixted, and

Between horror anthology and is the Editor and Chief at 
Crosstime publishing.
Jim Minz James Minz has worked in genre publishing 
for 25 years, first at Tor for more than a decade, then 
briefly at Del Rey, until finally, on the centennial of Robert 
A. Heinlein’s birth, landing at Baen Books, where he is 
currently Executive Editor and Subsidiary Rights Director.

Nan Monroe Gilded Dragonfly Books has published 
four of my short stories, “Sybilla diSante and the Sepia 
World” (Haunting Tales of Spirit Lake), ‘‘Christmas Rose” 
(A Stone Mountain Christmas), “Neighbor Haint" (Finding 
Love’s Magic), and “Firegale at the Festival” (Legends 
of the Dragon, Vol. 1). My first novel, Atterwald, was 
published Dec. 2014. As Kelley Ceccato she has written 
several audio dramas for ARTC.

Laura Montgomery Laura Montgomery practices space 
law in Washington, D.C., and has worked on space 
tourism and launch safety regulations, which, honestly, 
are not science fiction. She writes science fiction with a 
legal twist, and space opera. Her books include Sleeping 
Duty, a space opera, Manx Prize, a hard science fiction 
novel about orbital debris, and The Sky Suspended, a 
novel of lawyers, crowds, and a starship.

Anita Moore A.S. Moore runs Foofighterubu Wargame 
Terrain Studio, GatesofYith.com and is a Lovecraft Artist, 
Fantasy/ Sci-Fi Artist, Artist-with-no-time Artist, 3D Artist, 
Wargame Terrain / Scenery Artist, Macabre Sense of 
Humor Artist, Self-taught Rogue Artist, Christian... and 
amateur theologian-artist.

Stacy Morgan Stacy Morgan is a full-time potter who 
attended the Alabama School of Fine Arts and received 
her BFA from the University of Montevallo. Stacy focuses 
on making beautiful, functional stoneware pottery 
including dinnerware, sculpture, home decor and knitting 
bowls that bring the beauty of art to everyday life. When 
her hands aren't covered in clay, Stacy spends her time 
painting, gardening, and obeying her cats.

Steve Murphy Steve Murphy has spent much of his life 
as a civil servant, starting with 4 years in the Navy and a 
stint in the Army National Guard. Not through with serving 
his fellow man, Steve then became a police officer in a 
large suburban city and spent 23 years doing that. 14 of 
those years he was on the SWAT team and 9 of which he 
worked as a sniper. Steve is an outdoor enthusiast who 
enjoys camping, backpacking, whitewater, skiing, sailing 
and motorcycle riding. Steve currently lives on a 14-acre 
farm in North Carolina with his wife, two dogs and a cat.

Nico Murray Nico Murray writes about modern, and 
steampunk vampires, sci fi and racy things. Based out 
of Toronto, Canada. She works as a goldsmith/jeweler 
designer/gem buyer and editor by day.Nico is also quite 
passionate about travel, as an author, and explorer. 
http://nicomurray.ca/

Jody Lynn Nye Jody Lynn Nye lists her main career 
activity as “spoiling cats.” She lives near Chicago with her
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current cat, Jeremy, and husband, Bill. She has published 
over 50 books, including The Ship Who Won with Anne 
McCaffrey, a humorous anthology about mothers, Don’t 
Forget Your Spacesuit, Dear!, and over 165 short stories. 
Her latest books are Rhythm of the Imperium (Baen 
Books), the third in her humorous military SF series; Moon 
Beam (Baen Books), a young adult science fiction novel 
with Dr. Travis S. Taylor, and Daring (Cat and Dragon 
Press), a collection of her young adult science fiction and 
fantasy stories.

Darrell "Doc" Osborn Controlled chaos ensues when 
Darrell "Doc" Osborn takes over the Con! Trapped 
in a time that is not his own, he is bent on Complete 
World Domination through the use of haphazardly flaky 
experiments and uses convention attendees as laboratory 
rats to carry-out his diabolic schemes! Warning! Doctor 
Osborn will be unleashing his Balloon Animals of Evil!

J Stephanie Osborn Stephanie Osborn, the award-winning 
nterstellar Woman of Mystery, is a 20+-year space 
program veteran, with degrees in astronomy, physics, 

chemistry and mathematics, "fluent" in others, including 
geology and anatomy. She has authored, co-authored, 
or contributed to 30+ books, including the celebrated 
Burnout, and the Displaced Detective and Gentleman 
Aegis series.

Jon Osborne Jon R. Osborne lives in Indianapolis, where 
he runs role-playing games weekly and writes less often 
than he should. In addition to short stories in the Four 
Horsemen Universe, Jon is working on an urban fantasy 
trilogy. Learn more atjonrosborne.com

David E. Pascoe is a ne’er-do-well of broad interests 
and little focus. David is a naval veteran, and is unable to 
contain his writing to any particular subgenre. He writes 
space opera, dark fantasy, urban AND rural fantasy, high 
fantasy, and military SF. For now...

Mark Paulk Mark Paulk is a faculty member at the 
University of Texas at Dallas. Before UTD, he was 
with Carnegie Mellon University for nearly 25 years, 
researching and teaching best practices for software 
engineering and service management. He is best known 
for his work on the Capability Maturity Model for Software 
at the Software Engineering Institute.

Gary Poole Gary Poole has been in the entertainment 
and publishing industry for nearly thirty years. He's worked 
directly with John Ringo on over a dozen novels, and has 
adapted several of them into screenplays (all of which 
remain in development). When not working with Ringo, 
he is the managing editor of a successful alternative 
newsweekly in Tennessee and spent years on the radio as 
a talk show host and award-winning broadcast journalist.

L. R. Barrett-Durham (Leia Powell) Leia Powell has 
been producing stained glass masterpieces for nearly 20 
years. Licensed by Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., she is the 
first stained glass artist to be the sole licensee to create 

glass art of an author’s trademarked characters. She won 
both Polly Freas Viewer’s Choice and Best 2D art awards 
at LibertyCon28. An author with over half a dozen novels 
varying in genres of urban and epic fantasy, paranormal 
romance, sci-fi, horror, and children's literature, her 
newest novel is The Adventures of Little Lei-Lei: Toil 
and Trouble.

Martin Powell Martin Powell has written hundreds of 
stories in numerous genres for Disney, Marvel, DC, Dark 
Horse, among others. Nominated for the prestigious 
Eisner Award for his work with Sherlock Holmes, he’s 
currently the author of a dozen on-going comic strips, and 
the critically acclaimed Jungle Tales of Tarzan graphic 
novel from Dark Horse. He received the coveted Golden 
Lion Award in 2017 for his contributions to the legacy of 
Edgar Rice Burroughs.

Gray Rinehart Gray Rinehart is the author of the near
future science fiction novel Walking on the Sea of Clouds, 
his stories have appeared in major magazines and 
anthologies, and his songs have been played on The Dr. 
Demento Show. He is the "Slushmaster General" for Baen 
Books, and a USAF veteran.

John Ringo New York Times best-selling author John 
Ringo created the military-SF series The Posleen Wars, 
with over a million copies in print. He is author of The 
Council War SF-adventure saga; contemporary fantasies 
Princess of Wands and Queen of Wands', and national 
best-selling techno-thrillers The Last Centurion and the 
Ghost series. New works include Under a Graveyard Sky 
and Black Tide Rising.

Miriam Ringo Tagline - Crazy cat lady with blue hair. 
Introduction - Daughter of a Baptist minister. Wife of a 
Science Fiction writer. Love Gothic music. Collects skulls 
and special needs kitties. Life-long learner. Bragging 
rights - Married to John Ringo.

William Joseph Roberts William Joseph Roberts has 
been called a Jack of all trades and Renaissance man 
by his peers. Since his enlistment as an F-15 Crew Chief 
with the USAF; he has been an artist, industrial design 
engineer, blacksmith, brewer, and now, eclectic writer. He 
and his family reside in Chickamauga, Georgia.

Brent Roeder A native Californian, Brent is currently out 
of state working on his PhD in Neuroscience investigatinc 
neuro-prosthetics. With an educational background 
ranging from Criminal Justice to Neuroimaging and 
Informatics, and a work history spanning software 
engineer to special needs tutor he is regularly described 
as an endless font of weird knowledge.

Ken Roy Ken Roy is an engineer who lives and works 
amid the relics of the Manhattan Project in Oak Ridge. 
He has published technology speculation pieces in such 
venues as the Journal for the British Planetary Society, 
and the United States Naval Institute Proceedings. His 
current interests include terraforming and geoengineering.
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Jay Roye Jay Roye is owner of a global consulting 
firm providing consulting on Real Time Drilling Control 
Centers. He has over 35 years’ experience in the oil & 
gas business, onshore, offshore and space, and some 
16+ countries. Jay holds graduate and undergraduate 
degrees in several disciplines: Mechanical Engineering, 
Mathematics, Information Technology and Business.

Philip Paul Sacco Having studied Astronomy since the 
early 90’s, Mr. Sacco takes a different approach in bringing 
the stars to people by weaving the stories of the heavens 
in an entertaining and educational way. As a skilled 
magician, he also enjoys teaching spiritual principles in 
his stand-up routines as ‘One Magical Knight’ performing 
magic in full armor. If these antics don’t make you dizzy, 
just a sip or two of his ‘Elixir of the Gods’ (mead), certainly 
will.

Cedar Sanderson Cedar Sanderson is an author, 
chemist, artist, mother, wife, an avid amateur 
photographer, reader, perennially inquisitive and interested 
in everything.

Hans G. Schantz is a physicist, an inventor, and a co
founder and CTO of Q-Track Corporation, a supplier of 
indoor location systems. He wrote the science fiction 
thriller, The Hidden Truth, and other works. Hans lives in 
Huntsville, Alabama with his wife, and two sets of twins.

Dave Schroeder Dave Schroeder (SHRAY-der) is the 
author of the Congruent Mage fantasy series and the 
Xenotech Support science fiction humor series. He is a 
retired IT executive from Atlanta who enjoys performing 
with the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company, where he is a 
writer and voice actor.

Julia Morgan Scott Scientific illustration has been her 
“day job” for over twenty years, and is a member of 
the Guild of Natural Science Illustrators. Her drawings 
of fossil and living mammals have appeared in many 
scientific journals and books, most recently published by 
Smithsonian Scholarly Press. She has also written poetry 
and short stories, written and illustrated comics, drawn 
caricatures, illustrated game cards and horror novels, 
painted icons, and taught painting. Her scratchboard 
illustrations have appeared in many fanzines, including the 
Hugo-award winning Mimosa.

Gary Shelton Agronomy Degree from Auburn University. 
Worked at the USDA-Agricultural research service as an 
Agronomist since 1990. Edits a yearly report that includes 
Soybean research from the Southern States. Currently 
working on genetic modifications of Soybeans in the Crop 
genetics Research Unit Stoneville, MS.

Lydia Sherrer Award-winning and USA Today-bestselling 
author of magic, tea, and snark-filled fantasy, Lydia 
Sherrer knows the world is built on dreams and aims to 
add hers to the mix. Currently residing in Louisville, KY, 
she is supported by her wonderful husband and their two 
loud, but adorable, cats.

Martin Shoemaker Martin L. Shoemaker received the WSFA 
Small Press Award for Today I Am Paul, which also appeared 
in four year’s best anthologies and eight international 
editions. Baen will release his novel Today I Am Carey in 
2019. His work has appeared in Analog, Galaxy’s Edge, 
Clarkesworld, and Digital Science Fiction.

Stephen J. Simmons Stephen J. Simmons started writing 
shortly after he retired from the Navy, primarily because his 
children had outgrown bedtime stories and the cats 
never laughed at the funny bits. He has published several 
short stories and flash-fiction pieces, the comic-fantasy 
novella Just Grimm And Bear It, and the SF novel The 
Galileo Syndrome.

Benjamin Tyler Smith By day Ben earns his bread keeping 
track of the dead with digital cemetery maps, and by night he 
corrals the undead into whatever fantasy story he is working 
on next. Married to a saint of a woman, ruled by a benevolent 
calico countess, he can be found at benjamintylersmith.com.

Cathe Smith Currently living on the prairie of western 
Minnesota, Cathe Smith does molecular diagnostics, 
metagenomics, and sequencing for a veterinary diagnostics 
lab and autogenous vaccine manufacturer. Thanks in part 
to her work, three new zoonotic viruses have been 
sequenced and described. Previously, her graduate research 
resulted in the discovery of six new species of Springtails. 
Outside of the lab, she enjoys crochet. She is currently 
working on a series of short horror stories based on the 
surrounding prairie.

Chris Smith Chris began writing fiction in 2012. His first 
story, Bad Blood and Old Silver, appears in the Luna's 
Children: Stranger Worlds anthology, from Dark Oak Press. 
Other stories to soon be released: What Manner of Fool, in 
Michael Hanson's Sha'Daa: Inked anthology; Isaac Crane 
and the Ancient Hunger in Fantom Enterprise's Dark Corners 
anthology; and 150 Miles to Huntsville in Baen's Black Tide 
Rising anthology. He co-authored (with Jason Cordova) 
Kraken Mare from Severed Press.

Andrew Souvinette Andrew Souvinette is an American 
artist specializing in metalworks. From his larger works 
as a blacksmith to his smaller works as a fine jeweler, he 
demonstrates creativity and bone-deep understanding of 
metal. He’s also an enthusiastic educator and will provide 
a demonstration at the Chattanooga State Technical College 
this summer.

Jacob Spriggs Jacob “Kal” Spriggs is a science fiction and 
fantasy author. He currently has three series in print: The 
Renegades space opera and space exploration series, the 
Shadow Space Chronicles military science fiction and space 
opera series, and the Eoriel Saga epic fantasy series.

Bill Thomasson Bill Thomasson helps biomedical 
researchers write their journal articles and grant applications, 
but he has a broad interest in all areas of science and both 
social/political and technological aspects of possible futures,. 
His legal blindness spurs an interest in disability issues and 
implications of assistive technology.
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Melisa Todd After escaping California and ending up 
in Georgia, she decided life wasn't exciting enough. 
Desiring to create the stories she wanted to read Bad 
Ash Publishing was bom. After nine romance novels, she 
returned to her true loves: aliens, magic, and explosions. 
Her new series Kaylid Chronicles includes two of the three.

Tiffany Toland-Scott Tiffany Toland-Scott is an American 
artist located in the Atlanta-Metro area. Her work is 
ihspired by high fashion, fairy tales, Lovecraft, everything 
Southern Gothic, haunted houses, and mythology from all 
over the world. A fan of anything darkly romantic, her work 
is frequently subtly if not overtly dark in theme.

John Van Stry John Van Stry writes Science Fiction and 
zantasy. His best selling series are Portals of Infinity 
and The Valens Legacy, which is written under his Jan 
Stryvant pen name. He's had a varied career, ranging from 
tactical nuclear weapon systems to pacemakers. Hobbies 
are training big cats, riding motorcycles, and playing bass.

Mark Wandrey Mark Wandrey is a bestselling mil-sf, 
Space Opera, and Horror writer from the Nashville, 
Tennessee area. His works include Dragon Award Finalists 
Cartwright’s Cavaliers, set in the Four Horsemen universe 
(2017). and A Time to Die (2016). Look for his Earth Song 
series as well, currently being released.

James Ward James Ward is an excellent Chattanooga 
based artist who is well known not for putting paint on 
canvas, but more for putting paint on anything else that's 
not bolted down. You can find his artwork on everything 
from feathers to floppy disks, and lately he has branched 
out with the creation of costuming and Cosplay and 
lighting lamps accessories and own art business.

Justin Watson Justin Watson is a graduate of West Point 
and a veteran of Iraq and Afghanistan. He lives in Houston 
with his wife and their four children. Justin enjoys tabletop 
gaming, scotch, recreational shooting, comic books, 
movies, military history and, of course, reading and writing 
science fiction and fantasy.

David Weber David Mark Weber is an American science 
fiction and fantasy author. To date, David currently has 
seventy-six book titles and twenty-one separate series 
that he has written or co-written. David currently lives in 
Greenville, SC with his wife Sharon, their three children, 
two dogs and six cats.

Sharon Rice-Weber Sharon Rice-Weber, incredibly 
patient wife of David Weber and mother of Megan, 
Morgan, and Michael, is the Grand Duchess of Montana, 
a knitter, a crocheter, and She Who Must Be Obeyed in 
Greenville, where she manages her husband, her kids, 
two dogs, and six cats and retains her sanity anyway.

Rich Weyand Rich Weyand is a computer consultant 
and digital forensic analyst, with undergraduate and 
graduate education in Physics. He is currently heading 
up the launch of a computer software start-up. The 2017

Make an appointment at 
www.bloodassurance.org/libertycon
Appointments ore appreciated but not required

WALK INS ARE WELCOME
One Lucky donor will win a Free Membership 

to LibertyCon 32!!!
ALL Donors receive a free T-Shirt!!!

LibertyCon 31
Saturday, July 1

■ assurance) __ _ _ — __
10:30am - 3:30pm

Blood Mobile will be parked on Carter St 
in front of the Ballroom Hall Entrance
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MvstiGon
AGoh: Jody Lynn Nyc GGoI I: Steve Jackson 

IFGoH: Christine Parker MC: Rich Sigfrit 
CP: Jarod Kearney MGoH: Bella Mortc

MystiCon
FEB 22-24, 2019

Roanoke, VA
Holiday Inn TanglewoodMystiCon is a SciFi - Horror - Fantasy Convention dedicated to bringing forth a weekend of all the family-friendly traditions of open gaming, enjoyment of different literature, arts, imaginations, an camaraderie any Con-goer will surely enjoy
mysticon-va.com

PLEASE NOTE:

If you encounter ANY 
problem here at LibertyCon, 
PLEASE find a Staff Member.

All STAFF will have a STAFF 
ribbon on their badge and/or 
wearing an LC Black Shirt.

We will immediately assist you 
handle the issue, and fix it to 
the best of our ability.

Thank You.
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publication of Childers and Childers: Absurd Proposals is 
his first novel-length fiction.

Whit Williams Whit Williams is a writer, a medic, and a 
protege of the great Hank Reinhardt. His published work 
includes the short story Lion Country and the interim 
chapters of Hank Reinhardt's Book of Knives. Currently 
he is working on a new book, The Reinhardt Method of 
Rapier & Dagger, the first in a series of four books about 
sword technique.

Michael Z. Williamson Michael Z. Williamson is an 
SF author, military consultant, and Editor at Large for 
Survivalblog. His novels include the popular Freehold 
jniverse, and The Hero (with John Ringo). He has 
consulted for productions on Discovery Networks, the 
Outdoor Channel, and National Geographic. He can be 
ound online at www.MichaelZWilliamson.com

Dawn Witzke Dawn Witzke writes eclectic tales of vice 
and virtue, including her debut novel, Path Of Angels. She 
is also the author of the Relic Hunter short fiction series, 
and has short stories included in a number of anthologies. 
Dawn can be found over at her blog at 
http://dawnwitzke.com

Philip Wohlrab Philip is currently the Non Commissioned 
Officer in Charge (NCOIC) of a Medical Section at an Army 
Schoolhouse, he is a senior instructor in Basic Combat 
Casualty Care, Advanced and Basic Life Support, and 
Combat Medicine. Additionally he is a senior instructor 
for Field Sanitation. He has served 2 tours in Iraq where 
he earned the title "Doc" the hard way. He has gone on to 
earn a Master's in Public Health with a focus on disease 
prevention. In addition to this he has published a few short 
stories, is working on more, and on his first novel.

Marisa Wolf Co-author of Assassin (a Four Horseman 
Universe novel), and two short stories. With an English 
major/Astronomy minor and teaching middle school 
science/history, knows a little bit about a lot of topics 
(enough to get in trouble...not always out). Clumsiest of 
black belts; once headbutted by an alligator.

Chris Woods Christopher Woods, a carpenter of twenty- 
five years, has spent most of his life with a book in hand. In 
2014, he released his first book, Soulguard. He now lives 
in Woodbury, TN with his wife and stepdaughter. He has 
released numerous books since that day in 2014.

John Wright Acclaimed science fiction and fantasy author, 
John C. Wright, only once had to go on the lam to hide from 
the police. He presently works in Virginia, where he lives in 
fairy-tale-like happiness with his wife, the authoress L. Jagi 
Lamplighter, and their children: Pingping, Orville, Wilbur, 
and Just Wright.

James Young James Young is a Missouri native who 
escaped small town life via service to the Republic. 
Currently living in the Midwest with his loving, kind, 
and beautiful spouse, Mr. Young spends his time 
researching history and plotting new and interesting 
way to torment characters.

LibertyCon 31 
Hours of Operation

Friday, June 29, 2018
Registration: Noon - 10pm
Authors Alley: 1pm -11pm
Art Show: 4pm - 10pm
ConSuite: 3pm - 2am

- Last Call 1:30am
- Doors locked at 2am

Dealers Room: 3pm - 8pm
Opening Ceremonies: 5pm

Saturday, June 30, 2018

Registration: 8am - 6pm
Authors Alley: 10am -11pm
Art Show: 10am - 4pm
ConSuite: 9:30am - 2am

- Staff and Honored Guest open at 8:30am 
- Last Call 1:30am
- Doors locked at 2am

Dealers Room: 10am - 6pm

Sunday July 1, 2018

Registration: As needed
Authors Alley: 10am -3pm
Art Show: 10am - 1pm
ConSuite: 9:30am - 2pm

- Staff and Honored Guest open at 8:30am
Dealers Room: 10am - 3pm
Closing Ceremonies: 3pm
DeadDog: 6pm

ConSuite: 16th Floor
Party Floor: 4th Floor
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LC31 Huckster Roon Fri: 3:00pm - 8:00pm
| Sat: 10:00am - 6:00pm

Sun: 10:00am - 3:00pm

Sharp Pointy Things Aethelynds Attic A. B. Tales
Mystik Waboose Castle Perilous Games Red yAaarn Treasures
Magpies Curios Aardvark Tees Leia & Martin Powell's Glass & Book Treasures

David Willoughby - Used Books Atlanta Radio Theatre Company Perseid Press & Falstaff Books

The Missing Volume Chris Kennedy Publishing Copper Dog Publishing
Oakley's Gently Used Books Spinner's End Studio Alan & Barbara Garrett crystal Creations

Larry Smith Books

E LibertyCon 31 has been brought to you by

. The LibertyCon Family
The LC Board of Directors_______________________________________________

Chairman Brandy Bolgeo Spraker Art Show Ann Robards
Vice-Chair Donald Pucket Treasurer Melvin Baumgardner
Registration Matt "Sold Out" Fanny Hospitality Vonn Gants
Programming Rich Groller Secretary Col. Kevin FRITZ Fotovich

The FINEST STAFF any convention could possibly hope for__________________
OPERATIONS GAMING SPADES TOURNAMENT ART SHOW Lisa Hailey
Uncle Timmy Bolgeo Col. Fritz Fotovich Mark Paulk Director: Ann Robards Martin Hickey
Elayna Little Cook Steve Jackson PRO LIASONS Sande Ankenbrandt Danielle Hosmun
Jeremy Cook Agatha Jean Reqina Kirbv Janet Baggott Katherine Hosmun
Clint Hendren Taylor S Hoch Cathe Smith Conlin Baggott Melanie Hosmun
Inga Johannesen Kat Waller Sue Thorn Aaliyah Brown Michael James
Don Puckett Zac Waller Christine Chapin Leon Jester
Gary Shelton SECURITY Jean Goddin Katie Kat Jester
Shannon Souvinette PROGRAMMING Andy Green Meagan White Regina Kirby
Kathy Wormsley Director: Rich Groller Leigh Boros Martha Knowles

Jason Bolgeo Phillip Schultz Doris Manning
ENGINEERING Charmalee Bulinksi Andrew Souvinette Bobby Bolgeo Crystal Richie
Lead: John Trieber Debbie Gants REGISTRATION HOSPITALITY Robert Rosenberg
Greg Eden Robert Gants Director: Matt Fanny Director: Vonn Gants Melissa Sleeman
Michelle Farenci Tish Groller Linda Bolgeo Mike Bast Cisca Small
Randy Hartwig Randall Hartwig Debi Chowdhury Gene Brant Chris Smith
David Hosmun Agatha Jean Ann Darwin Monika Beeman John Stewart
Allen Lakner Jonny Minion Barbara Durkin Alma Boykin Vickie Tatum
Dru Myers Gerry Martin Karin Harris Charita Braker Melissa Todd
Bill Ritch Lori Martin Peggey Rowland Doug Burbey *POTR* Tara Urbaneck
Randy Walker Bill Ritch Peg Smarekar Richard Cartwright Dave Watson

Danette Schardt Larry Southard Tammie Darden Bill Zielke
COMPUTER GAMING John Trieber Jenna Stone Christine Dorsett Linda Zielke
Elizabeth Michael Connie Trieber Michael Stone Jody Dorsett Baen Barflies
Kyla Mitchell Bill Durkin Scott RichardsonAndrew Souvinette DESTROYER OF CHARITY AUCTION “ ““
Shawn Souvenette WORLDS Connie Tneber A,ana GPants Technical Media
Alex Spraker Beth Spraker W.ll McAm.s Michael Gants Col. Fritz Fotovich
Beth Spraker ASST. TO DESTROYER AUCTIONEERS Tyler Gants Gerry Martin

Melody Ormond Col. Fritz Fotovich Ed Graham Ben Gunderson
Mark Paulk Richard Hailey Annastacia Webster
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Mobile • Pocket Program
A condensed pocket program schedule 
is available at the LC Registration Desk

• LibertyCon Website
A full detailed schedule is available at 
www.libertycon.org 
then click on the Program tab

• There’s An APP for That

WHERE IS THE SCHEDULE?!? _ _ _ _ _ _  ^s^efs

#1 Question we expect to hear

About that APP
t

• It is FREE
• Complete Schedule Listing

updated in real time

• Guest Information
• Hotel Map
• and a Whole Lot More

Download the LC31 App 
for free at
The Apple Store

Google Play Store

Once again, thanks go out to Ben Gundersen for letting us use him and his mobile app!

LibertyCon 31 Charity of Choice
CHATTANOOGA In 1988, a study by the Chattanooga Metropolitan Council on homelessness 

found there were few options available to single women and women with chil
dren who found themselves homeless. Various organizations were invited to 
join in addressing this critical issue. The result was astonishing: Chattanooga 
Room in the Inn officially began on August 31, 1988, offering overnight shel
ter at seven area churches (Brainerd Church of Christ. Central Presbyterian 
Church, First Centenary United Methodist Church, First Christian Church, 
Hixson Church of Christ, Hixson United Methodist Church, and Our Lady of 
Perpetual Help Church). In 1992, Room in the Inn moved into its own facility 
and developed into a fully operational shelter open 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a year. Since its inception, Room in the Inn has been privileged to assist over 
3000 homeless women and children regain their independence with dignity
and security. www.chattanoogaroomintheinn.com

http://www.libertycon.org
http://www.chattanoogaroomintheinn.com
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